Deoxyribinucleic acid-binding proteins in virus-transformed cell lines.
The synthesis of proteins with affinity for DNA has been studied in clones of a Syrian hamster cell line (NIL) and subclones of this line transformed by polyoma virus (NIL-Py) or hamster sarcoma virus (NIL-HSV). The results show that the synthesis of DNA-binding proteins in NIL and in its virus-transformed derivatives NIL-Py and NIL-HSV is very similar in exponentially growing cells, but in dense culture there is a very significant difference in the level of a protein (P8), which is much higher in the transformed lines than in untransformed NIL. The high levels of P8 in dense transformed cells have been observed in all the clones of transformed cells examined, indicating that this behavior of P8 is related to transformation and not simply due to a fortuitous clonal selection from the NIL. Experiments with synchronized cells indicate that the time of maximal P8 synthesis relative to cellular DNA synthesis in NIL-HSV precedes that observed in NIL cells. P8 has a molecular weight of 30,000 as determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate and is present in large amounts in the transformed cells in dense culture, where it makes up 0.5 to 1% of the total soluble protein.